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Abstract  
This report is based on the thesis work that has been performed during spring 2018 at Scania CV AB in 
Oskarshamn. The task was to examine the opportunities for optimizing an assembly position from a 
tightening perspective, by using theories from Industry 4.0. A proposition for how a future assembly 
position can look and work like will be presented in this report, an action plan with steps describing how 
to reach the smarter position is included.  

The assemblers sometimes pull the Andon cord/press the Andon button too late in the tact time, this 
causes the line to stop since the team leader will not have time to help the assembler before the tact time 
has ended. Another problem is that the assemblers might stress when working which can results in 
quality deviations on the cabs. Therefore, one goal in this project was to identify the opportunities for 
the machine to monitor the process and communicate to the team leader when the assembler is working 
too slow or too fast, so that he/she can help the assembler directly.  

In Industry 4.0, a future smart factory should machines, tools, and robots be connected to a network to 
make it possible to communicate data inside of the factory. This term where a factory communicates 
data from their equipment over the Internet is if often referred to as Industrial Internet of Things. In the 
assembly factory at Scania, there are no standardized IT system today that can handle and communicate 
various data from the factories smart equipment. Smart equipment is tools and machines that can be 
connected to a network and share data digitally. Because of that, a goal was to investigate the 
possibilities with an IT system, where programs and equipment could communicate through open 
interfaces. Data has been gathered by benchmarking, observations, interviews and time studies on the 
assembly lines, to suggest solutions for how a future smarter position can be constructed. A proposal for 
a future IT architecture that can handle the assembly factory’s programs and equipment are presented in 
this report. Two different steering cabinets with the potential for a smarter position has been found. 
These systems entail the opportunity to program the steering cabinets, so that the machine can follow 
tact times and send warning signals when the assembler deviate in time. A new standardized working 
process for the operators at the smarter position will be presented, this includes an introduction of a 
smart watch for the team leader. 

By implementing this Industry 4.0 inspired smarter position, Scania could take the next step towards a 
smart factory, which would be beneficial in different ways. The digitalization of the factory and 
equipment at the assembly lines would make it easier to communicate information between the 
operators, equipment and the different levels in the IT system. This proposal would be financially 
profitable due to the reducing of deviations and stop times at the assembly lines. 

Keywords: Industry 4.0, Andon, Smart tightening tool, Steering cabinet, Team leader, Assembler  

  



 
 

Sammanfattning  
Denna rapport är baserad på det examensarbete som utförts på Scania CV AB i Oskarshamn under våren 
2018. I detta arbete har uppgiften varit att med hjälp av teorier från Industri 4.0 undersöka möjligheterna 
för att optimera en monteringsposition ur ett åtdragningsperspektiv. I rapporten presenteras ett förslag 
på hur en framtida monteringsposition kan se ut och fungera, här är en handlingsplan inkluderad som 
stegvis beskriver ett tillvägagångssätt för att uppnå denna smartare position.  

Idag händer det att montörer drar i Andonsnöret eller trycker på Andonknappen på line för sent, detta 
resulterar i att team leader inte hinner komma och hjälpa montören i tid, som i sin tur leder till stopptider 
i fabriken. Ett annat problem är att montörer ibland stressar vilket kan resultera i kvalitetsavvikelser på 
hytten. Ett mål i projektet har därför varit att hitta möjligheter för maskinen att övervaka och 
kommunicera att montören arbetar för snabbt respektive för långsamt till team leadern så att han eller 
hon kan hjälpa till direkt.  

I Industri 4.0 framgår det att en framtida smart fabrik ska vara uppkopplad till nätverk för att kunna 
kommunicera data mellan en fabriks olika delar som till exempel från maskiner, verktyg och robotar. 
Att kommunicera data mellan fabrikens olika delar är ett uttryck som ofta benämns Industrial Internet 
of Things. På Scanias montering finns det idag inget standardiserat IT system som kan hantera och 
kommunicera all data som samlas in från fabrikens smarta utrustning. Med smart utrustning menas all 
typ av utrustning som kan kopplas upp till ett nätverk och dela data digitalt. Därför har ett annat mål 
varit att undersöka om det finns ett IT system där program och utrustning kan kommunicera med 
varandra över öppna gränssnitt. Genom benchmarking, observationer, intervjuer och tidsstudier ute på 
linorna har data samlats in som sedan använts för att ta fram förslag på hur en framtida smartare position 
kan se ut. I rapporten presenteras ett förslag på en framtida IT arkitektur som kan hantera de olika 
programmen och utrustningen i monteringen. Två olika styrskåp som uppfyller kriterierna för den 
smartare positionen har identifierats. Med dessa finns möjligheten att programmera styrskåpet så att den 
smarta maskinen kan följa takttider och skicka en varning om montören avviker från den balanserade 
takttiden. Ett standardiserat arbetssätt presenteras också för operatörerna för denna framtida position, 
där ny utrustning i form av en smart klocka introduceras.  

Med denna smartare position inspirerad av Industri 4.0 kan Scania ta nästa steg mot en smartare fabrik, 
vilket skulle vara fördelaktigt på flera olika plan. Genom ökad digitalisering i fabriken och på linorna 
blir det enklare att kommunicera information mellan olika nivåer i IT systemet, utrustningen och 
operatörerna. Att implementera detta förslag skulle vara ekonomiskt fördelaktigt då man skulle minska 
stopptider på linorna samt minska antalet kvalitetsavvikelser.  

Nyckelord: Industry 4.0, Andon, Smart tightening tool, Steering cabinet, Team leader, Assembler  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background  
Scania is the world leading producer of transport solutions and produces buses, heavy trucks, and 
engines. Each year, Scania delivers nearly 100 000 trucks to countries all around the world. The 
production of cabs for the European market is placed in Oskarshamn, Sweden, where cabs have been 
produced since 1946. The final assembly of the cabs is done in one of Scania’s chassis workshops in 
Södertälje, Zwolle, or Angers. The factory in Oskarshamn consists of five different workshops: Press 
shop, Body shop, Primer paint shop, Final paint shop and Assembly shop. Logistics is naturally also an 
essential part of the cab production [1]. A complete cab model of the New Truck Generation can be seen 
in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. A picture of a New Truck Generation cab outside of the Scania factory in Oskarshamn, Sweden. 
 
For a leading company like Scania, it is always important to aim to be in front of their competitors. To 
be the leading producer, efficient production processes that can deliver high quality products are 
required. One way to go is to follow the industrial trend called Industry 4.0. The primary goal of Industry 
4.0 is to digitalize the factory and connect all systems into a network, by using key features like Human 
Machine Interface - HMI, control systems, and automation [2]. When a factory follows the trend of 
implementing the technologies included in Industry 4.0, the factory will be one step closer to be a “Smart 
Factory”. A smart factory has smart equipment that can be connected to a network, to communicate with 
each other and its surroundings. This term is called IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things, and the purpose 
of IIoT is to improve the efficiency, the connectivity, and to save money for the industries [3].  

This project will be carried out at the assembly factory in Oskarshamn where the focus is on applying 
Industry 4.0 from a tightening perspective, to decrease the amount of stop time caused by production 
lines stopping. The project focuses on Lean production, with a special focus on the principle called 
Jidoka, which purpose is to use methods to reach high quality in the production by stopping the process 
when a deviation occurs [4]. Each line stop is costly for the company, a solution that could predict line 
stops would therefore be favourable for Scania CV AB.   
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1.2 The assembly factory in Oskarshamn 
An overview of the assembly factory can be seen in Figure 2, the cabs are delivered  from the final paint 
shop to the assembly factory. The assembly factory consists of the following assembly lines: Line 1, 
Line 3-9, Pre-assembly, Sub-assembly, Door line and Dashboard line. The lines are driven by conveyors 
that has a constant velocity, that are based on the tact time. There is also a Delivery section, Water jet 
cutter and a logistic area within the assembly factory. 

 
Figure 2. An overview of the assembly factory at Scania CV AB in Oskarshamn, Sweden. 

 
At each assembly line, there are assemblers, Team Leaders – TL, and a Production Leader – PL. A 
hierarchy of the three roles can be seen in Figure 3. The assembly lines are performing different kinds 
of assemblies on the cab, some examples are attaching the chair to the chair bracket by tightening screws, 
attaching panels using snap-fit solutions, and applying cable ties to cables. The type of assemblies on 
the cab depends on the purchase order from the customer. Therefore the variation of the work differs a 
lot. There are also different kinds of cab models depending on the sizes and equipment. Each cab has a 
work order explaining what type of assembly that has to be done, this work order includes a barcode 
that the assembler scans in the beginning of the position. The information from the barcode goes to the 
steering cabinet, to give information about what tightenings that should be performed on the cab.  

The Sub-assembly, Water jet cutter, and Pre-assembly are different from the other assembly lines. Those 
are building and delivering material to the assembly lines nearby and have a different kind of tact time 
since those are not driven by conveyors. The delivery section repairs and finishes assemblies that for 
some reason cannot be completed on the assembly lines. The assembly line 9 is performing different 
kinds of tests in the cabs and they do not perform any tightening.  

 
Figure 3. The hierarchy of the roles at the assembly line.  
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1.2.1 Assembler 

The assembler is an operator that works on the assembly line, sub- or pre-assemblies, the assemblers are 
recognized by their grey clothes. Their purpose is to perform the assembly by merging different parts to 
assemble the cab. 

1.2.2 Team leader 

A team leader – TL is responsible for the assemblers on the assembly lines and wear orange sweaters in 
order to be easily recognized on the lines. Usually, there are two to three TLs on each line, and often the 
TL has one vice TL working together with him/her. The Vice TL and the TL have the same work tasks. 
The highest priority job of the TL is to keep the line running in order to reduce stop time. The TL should 
help the assemblers in their work whenever needed and replace the assembler when they have a reason 
to temporarily leave line. The TL is an intermediator between the assembler and the production leader 
at the assembly line. Communicating essential information, reporting deviations and participating in 
Real Time Management meetings are other examples of work tasks. The TL is also handling the contact 
with supporting functions like Quality Assurance, Workshop Technicians, and Logistics.    

1.2.3 Production leader 

The production leader - PL is the head of the assembly line and he/she have black clothes. The PL is 
mainly responsible for the work environment and for managing the operators at the assembly lines.   

1.2.4 Working process at the assembly line 

Each assembly line is developed into work positions. The number of positions vary depending on how 
long the line is and how the line is designed. On each position, the assemblers shall perform a particular 
assembly within the tact time. The tact time can differ from one line to another and the number of 
assemblers at a position can also vary. 

If the assembler needs help, they pull the Andon cord/press the Andon button to send a signal to the 
team leader. When the TL arrives, he/she talks to the assembler and decides what they should do, often 
they start with the next assembly on the cab while the assembler finishes their assembly.  

If they are not finished at the end of the tact time, the line stops at the end of the position. This generates 
a stop time for the specific line which is presented in minutes. The assembly must be completed before 
the line can start running again and he team leader resets the Andon system when the work is finished 
by pulling the Andon cord/press the Andon button.  

The line is controlled by a Programmable Logic Controller – PLC, this is also called line-PLC. It is 
programmed to start and stop the line at specific times, for example in the beginning and end of the day 
or when there is a break. The line-PLC does not know which cab that stands on each line. The line-PLC 
starts to measure by distances when a new cab enters the line, it only knows that there is a cab on the 
line, but it does not know which one. 
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1.3 Problem description  
The three following problems have been stated in this project:  

• Today the assemblers use the Andon system to communicate to the team leaders that they need 
help. The problem is that they sometimes pull the Andon cord/press the Andon button too late 
in the tact time, and the team leader has not enough time to help. This causes the line to stop 
when the assembly must be completed, line stops is costly for the company since the production 
is interrupted. Common reasons for pulling the Andon cord/pressing the Andon button too late 
is that the assembler misjudge the time left of the tact time, has a fear of interrupting the 
production or difficulties to reach the Andon cord/button due to its location at the assembly line.      
 

• The assembler are stressing and working too fast, which can result in quality deviations. Those 
quality deviations must be solved before the cab are transported to customer, otherwise it will 
be expensive if Scania have to recall the cab. Common reasons for working too fast can be 
that the assembler misjudge the time and therefore are stressing, or consciously work too fast 
to get more time before starting assemble the next cab.     
 

• There is no common standardized IT system used in the assembly factory today. This is a 
problem since the smart equipment in a smart factory needs to communicate with overhead 
control systems through their interfaces.  

 

1.4 Purpose and Research questions 
The purpose of this research is to: 

Investigate the opportunities for a future smarter position from a tightening perspective, by having the 
mindset of Industry 4.0 

To work towards this purpose and solving the problem, two relevant research questions have been stated:  

RQ1: Is it possible to send warning signals from the smart equipment, through the Andon system to the 
team leader that the assembler will not be able to finish the assembly within tact time, respectively that 
the assembler will finish the assembly too fast?  

RQ2: What kind of IT architecture can be used in a future assembly factory, where different programs 
and the production equipment can communicate and exchange data between each other? 

o Sub-question: How can the smart tightening equipment communicate with 
Scania’s line balancing program, that are used for setting time frames for each 
assembly?  
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1.5 Delimitations  
To be more specified in the research, several delimitations have been made.   

• The project is delimited to the assembly factory at Scania CV AB Oskarshamn, Sweden. 
• The project is delimited to following assembly lines that are driven by conveyors: Line 1, 3-8, 

Door line and Dashboard line.  
• The project will focus on all the cab models of the New Truck Generation, since the previous 

cab model is phased-out during spring 2018, and its production terminated in Oskarshamn.  
• The project is delimited to the smart tightening equipment, since those are communicating with 

the different systems and software.  
• The project is delimited to the Andon system that is used when help is needed regarding a 

tightening.  

 

1.6 The process of the project  
The process of this project can be seen in Figure 4. The process is divided into three sections, pre-study, 
research, and final stage. In the pre-study the objective was to identify and define a substantial problem 
at the assembly factory. The research part is where all information needed is gathered. The analysis of 
the collected data were performed in order to decide if it is relevant and can be used in the project. The 
final stage contains the result of the smarter position, based on the findings of the research. There is also 
an action plan with steps explaining how to reach it. 

 
Figure 4. The process overview of the project. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 
This section contains theory required for the research. Here is theory found from benchmarking and 
literatures review presented.   

2.1 Industry 4.0 
Industry 4.0 is a philosophy established in Germany, also known as the fourth industrial revolution. The 
purpose is to reach a smart factory with intelligent systems communicating data with each other through 
a network. The development of Industry 4.0 is based on the increase of digitalization of the society. The 
idea behind Industry 4.0 is to strive towards self-managing factories where computers continuously have 
a bigger impact in the production, compared to before. The production processes can be streamlined and 
more flexible when cooperating and communicating with each other. This can be achieved by 
connecting machines, humans, equipment, products, and systems [5]. The main features of Industry 4.0 
can be seen in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Different features included in Industry 4.0 

 

2.1.1 Human Machine Interface 

One of the main features from Industry 4.0 is HMI, also known as User Interface. It is a concept well 
established in industrial and automation context, it is about how humans and machines could interact 
and communicate with each other through their interfaces. When the machines communicate and 
visualize their data digitally, the operator can convey information through displays. The operator can 
interpret the information and control the machine from for example touch screens or external buttons. 
What characterizes a machines usability is how fast response time it has to answer the operator, the 
machine complexity to handle the various level of information, and its processing power [6].    

2.1.2 Industrial Internet of Things 

A lot of opportunities opened up for HMI since the concept Industrial Internet of Thing -IIoT was 
introduced. IIoT is about connecting industrial equipment to networks and share their data through the 
Internet. In an industry where all machines are connected to a network, it is possible for the tools to 
share their data with each other, or with operators around the factory using devices connected to Internet  
[3]. 
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2.2 Lean production 
Lean Production or Lean Manufacturing is a principle, method or strategy established in Toyota, in 
Japan 1988. The purpose is to identify and eliminate waste in a production process to create more value 
with less work. Some examples of waste are waiting time, over producing, redoing work, stocks 

and unnecessary transportation [4]. Some principles from Lean Production which are relevant in this 
thesis are presented below.  

2.2.1 Jidoka 

Jidoka is a central principle of Lean Manufacturing and it means automation combined with human 
intelligence. Jidoka is about including quality when producing something or ensuring that it is 
impossible to fail [4]. 

2.2.2 Poka Yoke  

Poka Yoke is a tool used to achieve the Jidoka principle. The word means “error-proofing” or “error-
preventing,” and it is about making sure that it is impossible to make mistakes and in that way ensuring 
the quality in production. A Poka Yoke can be a device on a working station that makes it almost 
impossible for the operator to finish the work in the wrong way. The device has its own standardization, 
including what kind of error to detect, what to fix, how often and what type of signal to give [4]. 

2.2.3 Andon  

The word Andon was founded in Japan and is used diligently when talking about Lean Manufacturing, 
the word means “Sign” or “Signal” and is a way to visualize that help is required through for example a 
light- or sound- equipment. Andon is also a tool and a principle when implementing Jidoka [4]. 

2.2.4 Andon at Scania 

At Scania, the Andon system is a system used for communication when help is needed between 
assembler and TL on the assembly lines. There are two different systems to communicate with the 
assembly lines, the old way is to pull a cord and the new way is to press a button. When an assembler 
send a warning signal by pulling the Andon cord or pressing an Andon button, the Andon-light is 
activated, and a sound signal goes off. The Andon system is also connected to Andon screens that are 
placed on the lines to visualize that help is required for a particular position.  
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Machine Andon 

A machine Andon is a machine that is configured as line stopping. Those are used for positions with a 
critical assembly that has to be controlled, for example, the steering wheel, seats and seating belts. If 
those are not assembled correctly, it can result in danger for the driver of the truck. The difference 
between a position with a machine Andon is that it is a machine that automatically controls if the work 
has been done or not.  

If the work has been done properly, the steering cabinet sends a signal to the Andon-PLC which tells 
the line-PLC to continue the production, as can be seen in Figure 6. However, if for example there is a 
material defect or the assembler forgot to tighten a screw or tightened it improperly, then the machine 
Andon signal will be sent from the Andon-PLC to the Line-PLC. This signal includes an order to stop 
the line due to the tightening tolerances not being met, which ensures built in quality (Jidoka) for the 
specific joint. Then, the assembler has to alarm to the team leader that help is needed. The team leader 
has to manually restart the machine Andon and finish the tightening with another machine. This is done 
by pressing the Andon button or pulling the Andon cord once again. 

 
Figure 6. Communication flow from the smart machine to the Line-PLC. 
 

2.2.5 Kaizen 

Kaizen is about reducing waste by continually checking or modifying the production processes. The 
idea is not to change the processes radically, but rather to do small improvements from time to time. 
The whole company including suppliers, employees and every area in the production shall continuously 
improve to make this method efficient [7]. 

2.2.6 Japanese lake 

Japanese lake is a principle used for visualization of problems in an organization and it can be seen in 
Figure 7. The rocks below the surface symbolize the problems, and the water level is what disguise the 
problems. The goal is to lower the water level to make the problems visible, and then solve those 
problems. In reality in a production case, the water level is lowered by challenging the process and for 
example lowering the tact time. The hidden issues are risky and costly for the company, and therefore 
the aim is to eliminate them. The longer time it takes for the company to eliminate them, the higher the 
risk of an economic impact will get [8]. Examples of hidden problems in companies can be waiting time 
for products in production, bottlenecks, stop time in machines, and delayed orders of products.  

 
Figure 7. Japanese lake used in Lean Manufacturing for problem visualization.  
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2.3 Operating systems 
In an assembly factory, different operating systems and software are required. Each program has its own 
purpose, it can be to balance tact times at an assembly line or to store and visualize data from performed 
assemblies. 

2.3.1 AviX 

AviX is a support system that certain companies use to streamline and improve the product engineering 
work within areas like product development, producibility, and product optimization. AviX is used for 
creating work instructions, method – and time studies, and for balancing line [9]. 

Scania uses AviX to create work instructions and balancing the assembly lines. The global preparation 
department at Scania are building the work instructions, and the balancing of the work is made locally 
at Scania in Oskarshamn. The different tasks at a position are balanced with the time it takes to perform 
the work. Further, all the tasks at a position should together be equal to the tact time. The element sheets 
and position standard are updated continuously when needed and printed and placed on each assembly 
line. Time to finish a task is divided into two categories, green time and red time. The green time is 
based on the global preparations time settings, this includes value adding activities like tightening a 
screw or attaching a molding on the cab. Red time is based on non-valuable activities like walking to a 
station or getting a machine, those times are added locally at Scania in Oskarshamn. The green and red 
time are based on Scania Time Settings. AviX is not connected with other programs at Scania today. 

Element sheets 

At every position on the assembly lines, there are work instructions explaining what work that needs to 
be done. Those are called Element sheets, the purpose is to guide the assembler what to do, how to do 
it and why it should be done to increase safety and quality. An example of an element sheet can be seen 
in Figure 8. All the element sheets represent a position standard on the assembly lines. 

 
 
Figure 8. An example of an element sheet from AviX. Figure reference: https://www.avix.eu/ 
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2.3.2 ToolsNet 

ToolsNet is a software used for gathering tightening data from production. One basic requirement to use 
ToolsNet is that the tools is able to retrieve and send data, which puts a demand on having some certain 
level or quality of the tool. Some examples of data which is stored is the torque and angle of the 
tightening. This data can be accessed on the web, and can be analysed through graphs and tables [10].  

2.3.3 Controller and communication systems  

To communicate information from one system to another, different programs for handling data is 
needed. For example, exchanging data through PLCs and networks.  

Programmable logic controller  

A control system well known in industry is Programmable Logic Controller - PLC. This is a controller 
that is programmed and used to control manufacturing processes, such as assembly lines and automated 
robots or machines. The data from the PLCs is transferred through different communication systems. 
PLC signals often goes through an Input/Output before it reaches the control systems.  
Input/Output – I/O refers to the data flow between the interfaces of a computer and a human or another 
computer. The signals or data the program received is the Input, and the data sent is the Output [11].  

Fieldbus 

Fieldbus is known as a communication protocol used for exchanging data, in industry between devices 
and PLCs through cables. For example, the Fieldbus can exchange data between an assembly line and 
its control system, the information can be shared through an HMI to the operator. The word Fieldbus is 
a merging of the words, field, and bus. Field is in the industry known as the plant level, where robots, 
smart machines and equipment are included.  The word Bus refers to the line of electrical 
communication between different units in a common network [12]. One commonly used bus developed 
in industry is Modbus, it is used when connecting industrial devices to the PLC.  

Ethernet IP 

Ethernet IP – Ethernet Internet Protocol, is the way for computers to communicate and exchange their 
data by high speed cables. This communication is done through a network via computers and PLCs [13].  

Open Protocol  

One way for devices to communicate with each other is through an Open Protocol. Open Protocol is an 
interface where different software and devices can be included in one framework and it has become a 
standard to use in industries. Data can be shared between all the systems that are included within the 
framework when using Open Protocol. For example, data can be shared between the software and the 
steering cabinet, and between the steering cabinet and the tightening equipment. When using an Open 
protocol, different programs and devices can communicate with each other through for example Ethernet 
IP, or field buses [14]. 
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2.4 Production Information Systems Architecture 
Production Information Systems Architecture – PISA, is a system whose purpose is to structure other 
IT systems related to production so that they can integrate and communicate with each other between 
their interfaces. The PISA system was developed at Scania in Södertälje, and it includes four different 
levels as shown in Figure 9, those are MONA, EBBA, DIDRIK, and Production equipment. 

The reason for developing the PISA system into four different levels is that they use different time 
perspective in the different levels. For example, in MONA where the customer orders, are handled, the 
focus is on the day the customer should get their truck. In level 1, the focus is in real time since there 
are emergency stops for the assembly lines and if someone press that button, the production must stop 
immediately. 

 
Figure 9. The Production Information System Architecture. 
 

2.4.1 MONA 

MONA is the fourth level in the PISA. It is an IT system to handle assembly structures in the production 
and lifecycle management system for the products. MONA is an Enterprise Resource Planning – ERP, 
which is a system used for accounting, purchasing, project management, and manufacturing orders. In 
an ERP system, data from different sources can be collected and structured to make it easier to find the 
right information and to keep the data in a database. In MONA, the production data can be handled. This 
system communicates data to the EBBA system, for example about purchase orders from the customer. 
MONA entail all the information about what to produce, and this level informs the other levels about 
what to produce on each truck. [15]. 

2.4.2 EBBA 

EBBA is placed on the third level in the PISA, and it is a Manufacturing Execution System – MES. It is 
a comprehensive platform used to control and manage production orders, present assembly instructions, 
handle deviations, and follow up production processes [16]. It is the central part of PISA, used to 
communicate data between the interfaces of the different levels. In EBBA, it is possible to present and 
analyse the manufacturing data from the factory.  

2.4.3 DIDRIK  

DIDRIK is in the second level in PISA, and Scania use it to handle PLCs, it is a platform that is 
standardized to communicate with other Scania systems. DIDRIK is a Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition – SCADA system. This system is based on PLCs and is used to control industrial processes, 
integrate with devices such as actuators and sensors through HMIs to gather real-time data from 
processes. The program is focusing on quality assurance, tact time, data collection and distribution and 
deviation handling. The DIDRIK system integrates with the production cells at the assembly lines, which 
is preferable around lines where a lot of smart machines and tools could be found [17].  
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2.4.4 Production equipment  

The production equipment includes external equipment such as machines, tools, robots, steering 
cabinets, scanners, lifts and conveyor systems. This level also includes operators that are handling the 
production equipment. The steering cabinets and control system presented in this section are focusing 
on the companies Atlas Copco and Desoutter Tools. The reason is that those are the dominated suppliers 
of smart equipment and systems in the assembly factory today. It is beneficial to use those two suppliers 
in the future due to the existing knowledge about them at Scania and their transparency of sharing 
information between each other.  

Clutch machine 

A clutch machine is the opposite to a smart machine, it is not connected and cannot communicate with 
other equipment or systems. The clutch machine only has one purpose, to perform a specified torque, 
but it is also capable of doing more than that [18].  

Smart machine 

A smart machine uses strain gauge transducers and have Bluetooth/Wi-Fi connections and is connected 
to a steering cabinet. The smart tool can give the operator feedback about the work directly on a screen 
on top of the device, for instance, this can be an indication that the work has been done properly or 
information about the torque. It can also send an alarm if maintenance is needed, and data from the 
assembly process can be stored. In a smart factory, everything is connected in one big system through 
IIoT, and the smart machines represent one part of it [18].  

The machine is programmed with a PLC to follow a specific flow when working, this can, for example, 
be to tighten four screws with a set torque and angle interval. If the machine performs the work correctly, 
a green light will appear on the machine, this is called a green-tightening or OK. If something goes 
wrong and the torque or angle is wrong, a red light will appear on the machine, and it will be a red-
tightening or NOK (not ok) [18].   

Steering cabinet  

Smart machines are connected to a steering cabinet where data about the performed work is stored. The 
cabinet also visualizes the torque on its screen directly when a tightening is performed. Information from 
the steering cabinet about the torque and angle among other things, is sent to ToolsNet. Atlas Copco and 
Desoutter Tools are two companies that develop and produce tightening equipment. Each company has 
their own program for programming the steering cabinet, Atlas Copco use a program called ToolsTalk, 
and Desoutter uses CVI Config. In both programs, functions for values of torque, angle, and gradient, 
for the tool can be programmed [18].  
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Atlas Copco’s newest development of steering cabinet is the Power Focus 6000, as can be seen in Figure 
10. Except the standard features included in a steering cabinet, it is made for futuristic factories with a 
smart production focus [19]. The main difference between this cabinet compared to its predecessor is 
that it is possible to connect up to six virtual stations to one controller, instead of one station for each 
controller. A virtual station is located on the assembly line, and each station can include different tools 
and accessories for the assembly such as scanners, stacklights and socket selectors. The Power Focus 
6000 is a system that communicates with interfaces like Fieldbus and Open Protocol.  

 
Figure 10. Atlas Copco's steering cabinet Power Focus 6000. Figure reference: https://www.atlascopco.com/en-us 

 

CVI 3 is one of Desoutter’s newest development of steering cabinets, see Figure 11. This steering 
cabinet has features required to fulfil the criteria for a smart factory. The biggest difference from its 
predecessor is that it is possible to handle the programming sequences in a more user friendly way. With 
CVI 3 it is possible to connect several tools and equipment to one steering cabinet [20].  

 
Figure 11. Desoutter’s steering cabinet CVI 3. Figure reference: https://www.desouttertools.com/ 

 

Control systems  

Atlas Copco’s latest solution for process controlling is Synatec, it is used for quality assurance at 
assembly positions at assembly lines to avoid deviations caused by the operator, tools, materials or 
processes. Synatec for single stations is called Single Quality Solution – SQS. This includes a monitor 
with guiding steps of the assembly process for the operator. The operator must identify themselves at 
the station and can use the tools at the specific station first after they have access. The SQS includes a 
part verification to make sure that the correct parts are being used, all the parts and actions made at the 
station are being verified and documented to make it easy to trace if needed.  Different kind of equipment 
at assembly lines such as smart machines, steering cabinets, scanners, sensors, stack-lights, and printers 
can be connected to Synatec [21]. 
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Desoutters latest solution for process controlling and monitoring is PivotWare. It includes a touchscreen 
with a monitor to visualize the work order and work instructions for the operator at the assembly line. 
The software includes error proofing, and it can be applied to several production positions and lines. In 
PivotWare, manufacturing orders can be sent, and production processes can be traced. It can also store 
data to make it easier to trace back to the product [22].  

Smart Watch  

A smart watch is a digital wristwatch consisting of a touch screen that can deliver different kind of 
information and functions to the user. The smart watch was in the beginning used for simple tasks like 
performing a calculation or presenting the time. During the years, the watches has become more like a 
smart phone with mobile applications and operation systems. The watch is connected to a smart phone 
by Bluetooth and it is often equipped with sensors, thermometers, GPS and heart rate monitors [23].  
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3 Method  
In this section is methods that has been used to answer the research questions such as, case selection, 
interviews, observations and data analysis, presented. The method includes details about how the results 
were found and analysed and how the project was carried out.  

 3.1 Planning  
Before the project started, a brief time-schedule was made with the primary activities included in the 
thesis. A Gantt schedule was created during the first week of the project, it works like a long-term 
planning where main activities and deadlines at Scania were included. The Gantt schedule can be seen 
in Appendix Ⅱ – Gantt Schedule. Each week, a to-do list has been conducted including all kinds of tasks 
to examine during the following week, this contains interviews, contacting people, meetings and writing 
of the report. This worked like a check-list to make sure to not forget anything and also to visualize the 
actual work that has been done and what tasks that have to be done in the future.  

3.2 Case selection 
A specific problem was not stated at the projects start, it was only known that the focus was on Industry 
4.0 within tightening techniques in the assembly factory. The task during the first weeks was to find a 
relevant project, the problem should be something that no one is working with today at Scania, and it 
should also be a problem of interest that could be beneficial for the work on the assembly lines. Two 
potential projects were identified at the assembly lines, and one of them were prioritized as a case to 
work further with. The other project was something that had been investigated earlier in another project 
at Scania. An investigation of the relevance of the chosen project was done by dialogue with team leader 
at the assembly lines. The project was shared with Scania in Södertälje, to confirm that they did not have 
any similar projects ongoing. After discussions together with the supervisor at Scania and the head of 
the department, the project was approved.  

3.3 Benchmarking  
One important part of the project was benchmarking, this included an investigating of today’s business 
market and competitors to get inspiration and knowledge from their way of working. The benchmarking 
includes research about what kind of solutions Scania’s suppliers of tools and machines are offering 
today, as well as what kind of solutions Scania is developing for the future. During the project, several 
meetings with suppliers took place at our department. The suppliers presented and demonstrated their 
latest technologies and equipment for assembly factories. Benchmarking can be divided in internal 
benchmarking within the company Scania and external benchmarking outside of Scania. 

3.4 Collecting data  
Different methods for collecting data were used, these methods will be presented below.  

3.4.1 Interviews  

One way to gather data during the current-state analysis was to do interviews. People that daily work 
around the assembly area is the best source of information, some examples are the assembler, TL, 
maintenance workers, and engineers. Different types of interviews have been done, the type of interview 
used was selected regarding the desired information and what area the person worked in. One type of 
interview was semi-structured interviews, and it is when you make a list of themes and questions related 
to the research topic that should be asked and answered [24]. There is no requirement to follow the 
written questions, and it is possible to go outside the script and add relevant questions during the 
interview. This was used when interviewing TLs about today’s situation around the Andon system to 
get their point of view, the questions asked could be seen in Appendix 1 – Interviews with team leader.  
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This type of interview worked well since the interviews with workers on the assembly line should be 
flexible. Because sometimes the TL had to run if an Andon signal occurred, the interview could then get 
interrupted.      

One other type of interview used was unstructured interviews, this type is informal and used in 
interviews where you want to explore a topic thoroughly, and here you should speak freely around the 
research area with no script of questions [24]. This type was used when interviewing experts with 
knowledge in different areas relevant for the research. By first discussing the problem and the topic, the 
expert could relate more easily to the subject and share knowledge about it. Interviews within unfamiliar 
topics that was predicted to last for a long time were recorded by tape. This made it easier to keep full 
focus on the interviewed person and to register what they said, instead of focusing on both listening and 
taking notes during the interview. Documentations from one interview can be seen in Appendix Ⅲ – 
Interview with Product Manager, Atlas Copco. The interviews that has been the most valuable in the 
project can be seen in Table 1. A lot of other interviews were done, sometimes the information were 
already conducted or irrelevant for the project and those has therefore been excluded from the table.  

Table 1. Valuable interviews for the project. 
 

Role Area discussed  

Maintenance technician 1 Andon system 

Maintenance technician 2 Machine Andon  

Maintenance technician 3 Steering cabinet  

Maintenance technician 4 Smart machines  

Product manager, Atlas Copco Tightening equipment  

Project technician, Atlas Copco  PLC for Power Focus tools 

Product manager, Desoutter Tightening equipment 

IT technician 1 DIDRIK system 

IT technician 2 Andon system 

Smart Factory (Södertälje) Smart equipment 

Line technician AviX program  

Assemblers , TL, PL  Assembly Line 

Software Architect PISA system 

IT Coordinator EBBA system 
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3.4.2 Observations 

Preparations before the observations included discussions about where and what to look for at the 
assembly lines. Since the people are working, it is essential to be prepared and not disturb their work. 
By arranging the observations, the work was optimized and the time was spent as efficiently as possible.   

There are two types of observations done,  pure observation and participant observations. In the various 
stages of the project, the type of observations have changed. In the beginning, when looking for a proper 
case, the observations were in the pure type, the researchers were not involved in the process and had 
an objective point of view since the connection to the process here were unidentified. Later in the process 
when the problem had been stated, and the research had begun, the observation became participant. This 
stage included more profound insights within the work at the lines since the understanding about the 
process and work increased [24]. 

3.5 Investigation of tact times 
To answer the question about whether the tightening equipment can communicate with Scania’s 
balancing program, the real assembly times must be compared to the times balanced in AviX. This test 
had to be done to confirm that the correct time is documented. The assembly time will always differ a 
bit regarding the human factor since the assemblers have different ways of performing assemblies, the 
investigation is an indicator of how big this difference is. The test was done at assembly Line 8 at one 
position, with a number of time studies on the position, every assembly included in the tact time was 
timed.  

3.6 Data analysis 
All data gathered during the project needs to be analysed to decide the usability and its importance for 
the research. Different ways of analysing have been done, depending on the method of collecting data. 
One example is the data gathered from the investigation of tact times, a lot of time values needed to be 
structured and compared. The best way to visualize the data was to plot graphs and discuss the reliability 
of the test. To familiarize with the data from interviews and observations, the data was categorized into 
groups depending on similarities and differences. It resulted in a well organized structure of the data, 
and facilitated the interpretation and analysis. 

3.7 Creating action plan  
When the current state is analysed and the research of how the future state should look like is done, an 
action plan should be created. This plan should include steps that Scania needs to take to reach the 
smarter assembly position, and each step will describe what needs to be done and how [25]. 
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4 Result  
There are three sections presented in the result chapter; Current state, Future state and Action Plan. The 
different sections contain information and suggested solutions required to reach the smarter position. 
The solutions are based on the research work done at Scania CV AB in Oskarshamn.  

4.1 Current state  
In the section current state, the outcome of the gathered data has been analysed and summarized. The 
section presents the results of the research of today’s situation at an assembly position, this includes 
mapping of the IT structure, Andon system, working processes, and an investigation of potential smarter 
positions and tact times at an assembly line. 

4.1.1 IT structure for Andon 

To get an understanding about how the Andon signal is transferred from the Andon-PLC to the human, 
a mapping of the IT structure has been done. This is important to know about because in a future factory 
the interaction of the machine and human is an essential part. With this knowledge, information about 
how the team leader obtains the Andon signals today will be clarified. This information is useful when 
investigating new possibilities for a future solution.   

The Andon signal is transferred through the system in the following way; PLC for the Andon system 
are connected to a I/O which communicates data between the interfaces. The Andon signal is transferred 
to the company website, then it goes through an HMI-software before it can be visualized on other 
devices. The devices need to be connected to the Internet in order to have the ability to visualise the 
signal, this allows the human to interpret the information from the PLC. The signals are in this case 
visualized at the Andon screens placed around the assembly line to communicate the warning signals. 
The warning signals are triggered when an assembler pulls the Andon cord/press the Andon button, the 
number of the position will then appear on the Andon screen. The complete system of the IT structure 
for Andon can be seen in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. IT structure of the information flow for the Andon signals. 
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4.1.2 Andon system 

Andon is one of the central parts in this project since the assembler communicate that they need help by 
using the Andon system at the assembly lines. In a future solution, the machine needs to communicate 
with the Andon system, therefore, the mapping of today’s Andon system is required to get an overview 
of the system. The Andon system and its connection with the assembly line can be seen in Figure 13. 

The assembler use the Andon cord or Andon button to signal that help is needed. The Andon button is 
wirelessly connected to a Gateway that can handle the alarm signals before it can be transferred to the 
Andon PLC, the Andon cord goes to the Andon PLC through the Line PLC.  

Each smart tightening tool and scanner is connected to a steering cabinet by Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Every 
steering cabinet is connected to one master unit, data from each cabinet goes through this master unit 
and the data is shared and stored in the ToolsNet. In ToolsNet, the information about when the tightening 
is performed, the torque and the angle are stored and can be visualized through the company website.  

Each line has a Line PLC, and its purpose is to control and regulate the flow of the line. There are various 
types of stops programmed for the Line PLC, for example, emergency stop, where the complete line 
stops. There is also Andon stops for breaks, and in/out stops. 

 

Figure 13. Today’s Andon system and its connection to the assembly line. 
 
Investigation of Machine Andon  

Some of the smart positions in the assembly factory has Machine Andon today, this is considered to be 
one step further to reach Jidoka at the line. Since the machine is making the line stop if the tightenings 
are not performed or performed in the wrong way, this type of Andon is therefore one step closer to a 
smarter position. An investigation of Machine Andon has been done on the assembly lines, a total of 18 
Machine Andon were identified from interviews with the team leaders.  
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4.1.3 Working process at the assembly line  

To get knowledge about how the team leader and assembler work today, interviews and observations at 
the assembly lines has been performed. Since the team leader and assembler are the two main 
stakeholders for the future position, it is essential to learn about their working routines. This is important 
in order to make the smarter position suitable for them.  

The working process can be seen in Figure 14. It starts when the assembler scans the barcode on the 
work order, this information goes to the steering cabinet. The assembler can start using the smart 
tightening tool for the assembly, this tool is connected to its steering cabinet and can communicate 
information about, among other things, the torque and angle values. The assembler can signal to the TL 
through the Andon cord/button if help is needed for the assembly. The TL can hear the sound signal and 
see where the assistance is required at the line from the Andon screens. When the TL arrive at the 
position, he/she can pull the Andon cord/press the Andon button to reset the Andon system.  

 
Figure 14. The working process for the assembler and team leader at the assembly line. 
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4.1.4 Investigation of potential smarter positions  

To find the number of potential smarter positions in the assembly factory today, a comprehensive 
investigation at all the assembly lines had to be done. The criteria for a smart position is that it should 
have connectable digital equipment, that can be connected and share data through a network. The 
equipment in this case is the smart tightening tools and their steering cabinets.  

The observations at the assembly lines resulted in a total number of 33 potential smarter positions. Here 
are all the assembly lines, sub-assembly, pre-assembly and water jet cutter included. One delimitation 
in this project was to focus on the lines driven by conveyors, the total number of potential smarter 
positions for those are 24 which are shown as red dots in Figure 15. Line 8 has for example three 
potential smarter positions while Line 6A has two.  

 
Figure 15. Mapping of potential smarter position at the assembly factory. 
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4.1.5 Investigation of tact times 

The investigation of tact times was done at one position, left and right side, at assembly Line 8 by timing 
the assemblers working process, the reason to choose this line was that it includes positions that fulfilled 
the criteria for a smarter position. The investigations of tact times at assembly Line 8 showed that the 
time of the assembly depends on different kind of factors. Different assemblers were working at the 
position during the tests, and they had different techniques to perform the work, and worked at a different 
pace.  

The test on the right side of position A shows that the assemblers are working faster than they should 
during the first three tasks and task nine, but slower during task six, seven and eight, see Figure 16.   

 
Figure 16. Graph showing the result of tact time for each step on the right side of Position A. 
 

Reflecting upon the sum of the tact time, where all the steps in the assembly has been added, it can be 
seen that all the assemblers had an overall shorter time compared to the total tact time in the element 
sheet, at the right side of position A, see Figure 17.  

 
Figure 17. Graph showing the result of the sum of tact times step by step on the right side of Position A. 
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The result of the investigation at the left side of position A is similar to the result from the right side of 
position A at the first three tasks, they are completed faster than they should. Task 4 is performed at 
almost the same time as it should, see in Figure 18.  

 
Figure 18. Graph showing the result of tact time for each step on the left side of Position A. 
 

Reflecting upon the sum of the tact time, where all the steps in the assembly has been added, it can be 
seen that all the assemblers had an overall shorter time compared to the total tact time in the element 
sheet, at the left side of position A, see Figure 19. 

 
Figure 19. Graph showing the result of the sum of the tact times step by step on the left side of position A. 
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4.2 Future state  
From the result of the current state, where analysis of today’s systems and investigation of tact times 
were done, possibilities and ideas for how the smarter position could look/work like was identified. The 
ideas are based on findings during the research. The future state will describe how the smarter position 
will look/work like and answer the two stated research questions.  

The research about Industry 4.0 showed that a smart factory should have a standardized IT system where 
programs and equipment can communicate through open interfaces. The research about smart machines 
in the current state showed that the smart tightening tools are not programmed to follow tact times today, 
some of the parameters that the machines are programmed for is torque and angle. To fulfil the criteria 
for a smarter position, new smart equipment needs to be implemented, such as steering cabinets, smart 
machines, and  suggestively smart watches. The 24 positions that include smart machines today are 
unique with different tact times and assemblies. Therefore, several aspects must be taken into 
consideration when suggesting how the machine should operate. The introduction of the new working 
process for the machine will also affect the working process for the assembler and team leader.  

4.2.1 The new system 
One research question stated in this project was “What kind of IT architecture can be used in a future 
assembly factory, where different programs and the production equipment can communicate and 
exchange data between each other?”. From research about IT architecture and systems, the Production 
Information System Architecture - PISA was found as a preferable choice in several ways. The PISA 
system is an open platform where different programs can communicate with each other through their 
interfaces. Since this platform is developed at Scania, it is tailored for commonly used programs in the 
company. The IT architecture that will be used for the smarter position is mapped in Figure 20, the 
system includes four different levels, in each level are the programs included that is needed around the 
smarter assembly position.  

The main difference in the new system is that the PLCs will be connected to DIDRIK to make it possible 
to interpret and analyse the data in the different levels. The connections between the Andon PLC, Line 
PLC, and the Andon cord/button will remain as it is today at the assembly line but the PLCs is now 
placed in the SCADA layer and connected to DIDRIK. The steering cabinet will still be connected to 
its PLC, which also is connected to DIDRIK. The steering cabinet is connected to ToolsNet as it is today 
and not through the PISA system. EBBA is included in MES layer, it will handle the manufacturing data 
from assembly lines, the data can be visualized and analysed. MONA includes the purchase orders from 
customers, which can be communicated down to EBBA, to share information about what needs to be 
manufactured on the production lines.   

 
Figure 20. The IT architecture of the suggested PISA system 
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Custom made functions 

An advantage with EBBA is the possibility to create new functions in it, and it would be possible to 
customize them to benefit production. Programs that are used today for example, to log Andon related 
stops or store data about tightenings can in the future be replaced by functions created in EBBA. 
Functions created in the EBBA system will also be available for other factories that use the system. If a 
new function is developed at Scania in Södertälje, it would be possible to use it in the factory at Scania 
in Oskarshamn as well.  

Plant Service Bus  
To communicate data between the programs in PISA, a Fieldbus is required. From research about the 
different communication protocols, a Fieldbus called Plant Service Bus - PSB has been found as an 
optimal choice [26]. The PSB is developed by Smart Factory at Scania in Södertälje, and it is tailored 
to operate around the PISA system. The PSB’s purpose is to standardize information, and transfer it to 
other program or applications so it can be reused.     

Why the PSB is an optimal choice for the smarter position is because it has the possibilities to 
communicate with programs within and outside of the PISA system. Within the system, the PSB 
exchange data from production equipment in level 1, to one of the three different levels. Depending on 
where and how the data should be used, the PSB will read, interpret and transfer it to one of the three 
receivers. When a tightening is done at the smart position, the tact time data from the operation can be 
transferred from the steering cabinet to DIDRIK, by the PSB as can be seen in Figure 21. The data 
will be stored in EBBA and will be valuable to use when finding an optimal time interval for the 
machine to send the warning signal, this will be explained further in the section Tolerance intervals.      

The answer to the sub-question “How can the smart tightening equipment communicate with Scania’s 
line balancing program, that are used for setting time frames for each assembly?” was found during 
the study about future communication systems. The research showed that it is possible for the PSB to 
communicate the data from the tightening equipment to AviX, and vice versa. The only problem is 
that the PSB cannot communicate the data directly to AviX. That is because the PSB works as a 
communication layer between other programs and applications, and need to interpret the information 
from different protocols. To get information from AviX, an Open Protocol is required to extract and 
convert data from AviX, to make it adaptable for the PSB to handle. If AviX would be connected to 
EBBA, the latest updated tact times will be available on the company website, instead of the physical 
element sheet that has to be printed each time it is updated. The maintenance worker could use this 
information when programming the steering cabinets. As can be seen in the Figure 21, the connection 
between the PSB and ToolsNet are marked with a red cross. Since ToolsNet is a separate program 
made by Atlas Copco and has its own interfaces, it is not made to exchange data with other systems 
like PISA. The data from ToolsNet are only available through the program itself. So, if Scania want to 
continue using ToolsNet in the future, the connection will remain as in today’s system. If the data 
should be stored in the PISA system through the PSB, it is required to create a new function in EBBA 
that can store and visualize data. This will be further explained in the section Replacement of 
ToolsNet.  

 
Figure 21. The PSB connections to PISA, ToolsNet, AviX and line. 
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4.2.2 Future production equipment  

Research question 1 in this project was “Is it possible to send warning signals from the smart equipment, 
through the Andon system to the team leader that the assembler will not be able to finish the assembly 
within tact time, respectively that the assembler will finish the assembly too fast?”. The answer to the 
question is that it is possible to send warning signals from the smart equipment to the team leader. This 
part of the result will explain with what kind of equipment it is possible, and how the  machine will act 
will be explained in Operation of the machine.   

Smart watch 

From the current state analysis about today’s Andon system and IT structure at the assembly line, the 
possibility to connect external devices to the company website was found. The website does not only 
have the opportunity to be connected to the Andon screens at the assembly lines, the same information 
can be visualized in a phone or a tablet as well. Interviews with team leaders showed that they did not 
use the phone for Andon-warning today since they thought that it was unnecessary due to the time that 
it takes to take up the phone, look at it and then go to the position were the Andon warning occurred.  

A better choice that is more related to HMI would be to send the Andon signal to a smart watch. The 
thought behind the smart watch is that it is something smaller and more flexible, that they keep close to 
themselves and easily can look at while working. The smart watch will start vibrating when an Andon 
warning occurs and the screen will visualize the number of the position and if it is a fast or slow 
tightening, as can be seen in Figure 22. The advantages would be that the team leader will personally 
get the signal at the exact time when a warning occurs, and he/she does not need to have the monitor in 
sight.  

Each team leader on an assembly line will have one smart watch, this will result in 29 smart watches in 
the assembly factory. At least one extra smart watch per line would be preferable if one is discharged or 
an accident happens. When it is shift change, the team leaders will hand over the smart watches to the 
team leader on the other shift, as they do today with the cell phones. The operators must have a protection 
cover if they wear personal watches today at the assembly lines, this to avoid damages on the cab. The 
protection will also be required for the smart watch. But since the watch will start vibrating when an 
Andon warning occurs, the team leader will feel the vibration and can then lift the protection to see at 
which position the warning occurred.  

 
Figure 22. The smart watch visualizing a fast and a slow tightening. It can be seen that the position 805 R (Right side of the 
cab) has had a fast tightening and the position 605 L (Left side of the cab) has had a slow tightening.  
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Steering cabinet 

From research done on what kind of steering cabinets that are available today, two different systems 
was found that would fulfil the criteria for the smarter position. Power Focus 6000 from Atlas Copco 
and CVI3 from Desoutter. Those are developed for smart factories, that focus on digitalization, and 
connectivity. The main reason for selecting these is that they have the possibility to be programmed to 
operate during tact times. So, it is now possible for the machine to connect tightening time with the tact 
time, which was not possible with today’s steering cabinets. This was important to solve in order to 
make the machine aware of a too fast or too slow tightening. 

Machine Andon  

Machine Andon will still be included in the smarter position. The reason is that the machine will not be 
programmed to stop the line if the assembler is working too slow/fast in the future smarter position. 
Therefore, the machine Andon will operate as a back-up, if the assembler will not be able to finish the 
tightening within the tact time, the machine Andon will stop the line at the end of the position. This is 
not preferable since the stop time are the main problem in this project, but it is needed due to the 
monitoring of the critical assemblies.  

4.2.3 Operation of the machine 

One position that has the potential to become a smarter position is position A at assembly Line 8. This 
position includes scanners, smart machines, steering cabinets, and several tightening steps. From 
research at the line where observations, interviews and an investigation of tact time was done, ideas 
were found how a future optimized solution should work like. Each position at an assembly line is 
unique with different tact times, types of assemblies, and conditions regarding the equipment. That 
means that a solution needs to be tailored for each of the positions.  

The machine will follow the tact time and send a warning signal in two different scenarios, the first is if 
the assembler is working too fast, and the second is if they are working too slow. The first scenario is to 
send warning signals to avoid quality deviation since the assembler sometimes stress when performing 
their tightening. This type of warning is a way of error-proofing in the production, also called Poka Yoke 
in the Lean production. In both scenarios, an indicator is needed in order to let the machine know that 
the tact time has started, this will be done by the assembler scanning the working order. The program in 
the steering cabinet and the tact time will then start to run and end when the tact time is reached, a 
scanning can then be done on the next cab’s work order. The steering cabinet will be connected to the 
Line PLC and it will not be possible to scan the next cab’s work order until the tact time is reached at 
the previous position.  

Both scenarios are based on the result of the investigation of tact times. Four steps has been defined 
from the element sheet, and each step has got an estimated time to illustrate the examples of the 
scenarios. As start interval for the machine to send warning signal, an extra time has been added to the 
existing time of the tightening step. The extra time to add is three seconds, and the reason is that the 
assemblers does not perform the tightening at the exact time as been balanced. This time interval might 
not be the optimal general choice for the machine to send the warning signal, but it will be a start value 
to operate within. To find a preferable value of each tightening step at a position, the method of Japanese 
Lake will be used and explain in Tolerance intervals.      
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Scenario 1 – Fast tightening  

One example of how the machine will operate in one tightening step can be seen in Table 2. In the table 
the steps to perform are presented, the next column contains the balanced assembly step times in seconds 
from AviX for those steps. The assembler’s assembly step time for performing each step are also 
presented in seconds in next column, the difference between the balanced and the assemblers step time 
are presented in column four. The last column indicate if the assembler is performing a ok or a too fast 
tightening.  

The step marked in green is the tightening step, it is the only step that the machine have the possibility 
to send a warning signal. The machine will not monitor or send any warning signals in steps that are not 
connected to tightenings. The difference in time when the assembler is performing the tightening is 
minus 5 seconds, which means that he/she is working 5 seconds too fast. The machine will send a 
warning signal to the team leader that the tightening is performed faster than it should, this is marked in 
red in the “OK/TOO FAST” column. 

Table 2. Example of how the machine will operate in a fast tightening. 

Step Balanced assembly 
step time (s) 

Assembler’s 
assembly step time (s) Difference (s)  OK/ TOO FAST 

Pick up 
screws 12 11,5 -0,5   

Get 
machine 8,4 6,1 -2,3   

Perform 
tightening 20,2 15,2 -5 TOO FAST 

Return 
machine 4 3 -1   

 

In Figure 23, the result from the table of scenario 1 is presented, the balanced total time are compared 
with the assembler’s total time for the four steps. The tightening step are marked in green, and the 
accepted tolerance interval for the machine to know if a tightening is ok or to fast is indicated with a 
green dash line. The red dash line is where the assembler starts the tightening and it is 5 seconds too 
fast, therefore its outside of the accepted interval. The Andon signal is then activated and the machine 
will send the signal that a fast tightening has occurred to the team leader.        

 
Figure 23. A bar chart showing the assembler’s step time compared to the balanced step time. Here is the tolerance interval 
visualized with a green dash line and the start of the tightening is marked with a red dash line.  
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Scenario 2 – Slow tightening  

One example of how the machine will operate in one tightening step can be seen in Table 3. The table 
has same structure and information as Table 2. The only difference is the time values in the table, and 
the last column where it now indicate if it is a ok or too slow tightening.  

The step marked in green is the tightening step, it is the only step that the machine have the possibility 
to send a warning signal. The machine will not monitor or send any warning signals in steps that are not 
connected to tightenings. The difference in time when the assembler is performing the tightening is plus 
7 seconds, which means that he/she is working 7 seconds too slow. The machine will send a warning 
signal to the team leader that the tightening is performed slower than it should, this is marked in red in 
the “OK/TOO SLOW” column.  

Table 3. Example of how the machine will operate in a slow tightening. 
Step Balanced assembly 

step time (s) 
Assembler’s assembly 
step time (s) Difference (s)  OK/ TOO 

SLOW 
Pick up 
screws 12 12,5 +0,5   

Get 
machine 8,4 8,2 -0,2   

Perform 
tightening 20,2 27,2 +7 TOO SLOW 

Return 
machine 4 4 0   

 

In Figure 24 the result from the table for scenario 2 is presented, the balanced total time are compared 
with the assembler’s total time for the four steps. The tightening step is marked in green and the accepted 
tolerance interval for the machine to know if a tightening is ok or to slow is indicated with a green dash 
line. In this scenario, the assembler start the tightening inside of the accepted tolerance interval, as can 
be seen where the machine button is pressed. Since the assembler perform the tightening 7 seconds 
slower and has not completed the tightening within the interval, the Andon signal is activated. The 
machine will send the signal that a slow tightening has occurred to the team leader.        

 
Figure 24. A bar chart showing the assembler’s step time compared to the balanced step time. Here is the tolerance interval 
visualized with a green dash line, the red dash line shows were the tightening exceeds the time interval and the Andon signal 
is activated. 
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4.2.4 Interpretation and handling of data 

It is important to use the tightening data related to the tact times at the assembly lines, since it is not 
stored and used today. To store data in the PISA system, a new function has to be made. A suggestion 
for how to use the stored data is to define tolerance intervals for the machine to send the warnings 
signals.    

Replacement of ToolsNet 

In ToolsNet, data for angle and torque of a tightening is stored among other things. For this future 
position, the same thing should be done but also with tact times. With help of DIDRIK and EBBA, it is 
possible to store and visualize tact time data from tightenings performed at this smarter position. A 
function should therefore be programmed in EBBA that can handle and store data. The data should be 
from each tightening at the smarter position, tact time for each step, the cab model and time and date 
that it was performed. Information from storing tightening data could be useful when identifying the 
cause of a quality deviation, or to analyse if a slow tightening was the reason for stop time.     

Tolerance intervals  

The way of acting upon data will be done by using the Lean principle Japanese Lake, as can be seen in 
Figure 25. The mountains symbolize hidden quality deviations that occur, as in scenario 1, due to a fast 
tightening. The more data gathered, the lower the water level will get and the closer to finding the time 
values that could result in a quality deviation. Critical values that will be found, will be used as a new 
lower limit for the machine to send warnings signals. This will be an ongoing process, and the goal is to 
constantly have the optimal time values ready for the tolerance interval for the machine to use.   

 
Figure 25. The method for handling tightening data by using Japanese lake in EBBA and DIDRIK. 
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4.2.5 Working process at the assembly line  

The working process for the team leader and assembler on the assembly line will be a bit different with 
the new solution. The changes in their work will be presented in this section. The new working process 
can be seen in Figure 26. In this figure, the old way of alarming is not included, that help is needed 
through Andon cord/button. Though, this system will still be used as an option for the assembler if a 
problem not related to tightening occurs at the assembly line. The assembler use the scanner to scan the 
work order, information about the torque and angle are sent to the smart machine from the steering 
cabinet. The Andon PLC send the signal that the assembler is working too fast or too slow to the smart 
watch which is carried by the team leader. The information is also delivered to DIDRIK and EBBA for 
handling and interpretation of data.  

 
Figure 26. The new working process for team leader and assembler. 
 
Education for operators  

The assemblers and team leaders must be educated in how the new system will affect their working 
process at the assembly line. There will be new working routines presented to avoid misunderstandings 
and confusions between team leaders and assemblers. With the new system were the team leader will 
get the warning signals through the Andon watch, he/she will get the information about the assemblers 
tightening before the assembler even know that they are working too fast or too slow. Therefore it is 
important to inform the assemblers about the purpose of the Andon watch, and to point out that it is not 
used to frame anyone.  

Team leader 

The most significant difference for the team leader is that they will get information from the Andon 
system personally. The way to receive the information will be by a smart watch. Since they will get the 
information about both slow and fast tightenings, the team leader will get more warning signals than 
before to take into consideration, and the amount of work can therefore increase.  

When scenario 1 occurs, the team leader will get a warning signal in the smart watch that the assembler 
is working too fast. He/she will then go to the position and observe what is going on and if needed, 
inform the assembler that they are working too fast. 

When scenario 2 occurs, the team leader will get a warning signal in the smart watch that the assembler 
is working too slow. He/she will go to the position and talk to the assembler to get information about 
how to help or start with the next assembly step on the position. 
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Assembler  

An aspect to have in mind when letting the machine control the human is how the assembler will handle 
this new situation, from being the controller to being controlled. The main difference for the assembler 
is that he/she will not have to pull the Andon cord/press the Andon button when they are not able to 
finish the assembly within the tact time. This results in one less thing to think about and therefore it will 
be less stressful for the assembler when working. It is important to note again that this would only be 
possible for smart positions. 

One risk when letting the machine control the assembler is that they might get used to not pull the Andon 
cord/press the Andon button. This can result in forgetting to signal when they need the TL to come for 
other reasons. It is important that the assemblers and team leaders get an introduction of the system, to 
gain knowledge and understanding to avoid those kinds of risks for the new working process at the 
assembly line. 
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4.3 The complete system  
The complete system has been created from the result of the future state, it can be seen in Figure 27. 
The PISA system, PLCs, smart watch, production equipment and the new working process for the 
assembler and team leader at the assembly line is included in this system. As can be seen in the figure, 
the connection between AviX and EBBA requires an Open protocol to make it possible for the PSB to 
communicate the data through the levels. The red cross between ToolsNet and EBBA symbolize the 
difficulties of connecting these by PSB in the PISA system.  The different PLCs required for the smarter 
position will be connected to DIDRIK, to interpret and communicate the data through the levels. The 
main difference at the production line is the adding of the smart watch which the team leader will carry 
and the new steering cabinet. A proposal for how the signals are transferred from the production line to 
the other levels in the system can also be seen. 

 
Figure 27. The complete system including PISA, PLCs smart watch, production equipment and operators.  
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4.4 Action plan  
The action plan acts as a base for the future work with the smarter position. The action plan includes 
each step in the process to reach this position, from identifying the potential positions until implementing 
new working processes. The steps in the plan will describe the task, and an explanation about the task. 
A Line technician will be the responsible that the tasks are performed and that the implementation of 
the smarter position is driven forward. The programming of the steering cabinets will be performed by 
the maintenance department or the supplier of the cabinet, since those are qualified for the task. The 
action plan is shown in Table 4. 

When making the Action Plan, a standardised IT system - PISA is assumed to be installed and prepared 
for the assembly factory. Another assumption is that the steering cabinets Power Focus 6000 and CVI 3 
are available for the assembly lines. The plan will focus on the steps to take to implement the proposal 
for the smarter position at Scania CV AB Oskarshamn.  

Table 4. Action plan for implementing the smarter position at Scania in Oskarshamn.  
Step Task Explanation 

 
 
 
 

1 

a) Identify the amount of potential 
smarter positions. 

A potential smarter position contains smart machines, steering 
cabinets, scanners and machine Andon.  
 

b) Analyse and prioritize the potential 
smarter positions. 

Analyse the element sheets for the identified potential smarter 
positions and prioritize them depending on number of 
tightenings or criticality. 
 

c) Discussion with the responsible team 
leader and production leader about the 
prioritization.  

Confirm or change the prioritization. Team leader and 
production leader possess knowledge about the positions.  

 
 
 
 
 

2 

a) Investigation of tact times. Record the working process for one experienced assembler at 
the chosen position. Time each step from the recoding.   
 

b) Analyse the data.  Compare the data and look for values that deviate from the 
element sheet. Pass the information to responsible line 
technician, so that changes can be made in order for AviX to 
have the latest tact time. 
 

c) Define the accepted tolerance 
intervals.  

Depending on how the tightenings steps looks like, a suitable 
tolerance interval must be defined for the machine to know 
where to send a warning signal.  
 

 
3 

Program the steering cabinet. Program the steering cabinet to follow the tact time for the 
defined tolerance intervals. 
 

 
4 

Perform pilot test at assembly line Test the system at the identified potential smarter positions and 
iterate step 2 and 3 if changes are required.  
 

 
 

5 

a) Education for operators. (Theory) Teach the assemblers and team leaders about the new working 
process. 
 

b) Training for operators.  (Practice) Team leaders and assemblers will test the new working process 
at the assembly line.  
 

 
6 

Follow up the work.  Control and follow up the work at the smarter positions 
continually to check its functionality. 
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5 Discussion  
Current state  

One essential part of this thesis project has been the current state analysis. It was not only necessary for 
the research but also for ourselves in order to gain a greater understanding of what the assembly factory 
consists of. There were a lot of new systems and processes to gain knowledge about in order for us to 
create a broad picture, and some of them within unknown areas. The current state analysis included a 
lot of research within computing and IT - systems and architecture which is areas that we were unfamiliar 
with in the beginning. After mapping the different systems and talking to the operators at the line, we 
gained a lot of information and ideas on improvements for a future solution. 

The investigation of tact times at Line 8 turned out to be even more valuable than we first thought. We 
expected the times in AviX to agree quite well with the actual assembly times at the assembly line. But 
we saw that there are a lot of things that affect the time it takes for the assembler to perform the assembly 
and this also vary depending on their own ways of working. Some error factors must be taken into 
consideration when analysing the result from the investigation of tact times. The workers might perform 
the work in different ways when being observed and this could have an impact on the timing. Another 
factor is that we cannot be sure that we started and stopped the timing at the exact time and this could 
have an influence on the timing. One common thing among the assemblers was that they prepared the 
work on the cab before the cab was in position at the assembly line, this resulted in a shorter assembly 
time in total. Another thing we noticed was that they sometimes performed two tasks at the same time 
while working on the cab, for example, one of the assemblers scanned the working instructions when 
he was moving the lift. This resulted in difficulties when timing some of the tasks, and therefore those 
had to be eliminated in the tests. 

One important thing that we have learned when working with this thesis project is that each assembly 
line and position is unique. One line has its individual tact time, number of positions, smart machines, 
number of tightenings and assemblies to perform on the cab. It was not possible to make a general 
solution of how the machine can operate that can fit for all the assembly lines in the assembly factory. 
A time study is therefore essential to perform on each chosen position, in order to set up reasonable 
tolerance intervals for the machine to send warning signals. This will of course be time consuming but 
a crucial step to take to avoid stop time and quality deviations at the lines in the future. 

Future state 

In the beginning of the project, IT architectures was not an area that we thought would have such an 
impact on the research. It was during the literature review of Industry 4.0, and especially IIoT that we 
started to understand the importance of having IT systems with open interfaces. A system with open 
interfaces would be the first step to work towards a smart factory. It will work as a base to build further 
on to make it possible for programs and equipment to communicate with each other. Because of that, 
one of the research questions that needed to be stated had to focus on finding an appropriate IT 
architecture for Scania. The PISA system was the result of the research, and we think this system fulfils 
criteria of what is necessary of a future system for a manufacturing company.  

When investigating the different steering cabinets available today, two control systems were found, 
PivotWare from Desoutter and Synatec from Atlas Copco. Both systems are focusing on process 
controlling and quality assurance in production. The reasons for choosing the PISA system instead of 
one of them was that PISA is a system developed and used at Scania today. This means that Scania is 
not dependent on one specific supplier, and the system and its functions can be shared and used at all 
Scania factories who use PISA.  
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Something that was noticed when we investigated how ToolsNet is used, was that there are no storage 
of data related to tact times. Without this information, it is not possible to see whether a tightening were 
performed too fast or slow. To use this data, it is required for Scania to create new functions in EBBA 
that have the possibility store and visualize assemblers tact time data. If this is done, it would be 
beneficial for Scania in different ways. For example, it would be possible to find critical values to build 
those tolerance intervals upon, so that the machine can send warnings signals and data can be used for 
statistical analysis and follow-up work.   

Within the industrial sector, new technologies are continually developed and if a company want to keep 
up, they have to adapt and implement those industrial trends. With an already designed system like 
PISA, new technologies, like new smart manufacturing equipment could be connected with the system. 
If all smart equipment is connected through a common platform, all their data could be shared with other 
machines and workers in the factory. This was something we saw as a big advantage for the smarter 
position.  

One idea on how to optimize the work for the team leader was to introduce a smart watch. There are a 
lot of different alternatives for smart watches in today's market, the prices goes from two hundred SEK 
and upwards. The higher the price, the quality of the smart watch does increase. The smart watch for the 
assembly factory does not need a lot of functions. The most important is that the watch can deliver 
information on the screen and have a battery capacity that covers both the working shifts. Some of the 
smart watches on today’s market have a battery capacity for several days and those cost around 2000 
SEK per watch, which is small investment for a company like Scania. There are also protection cases 
and covers available for smart watches to protect them when they are used in industrial environments. 

One advantage for the assembler when using a self warning system, is that their stress level probably 
will decrease due to one less thing to think about when working. Stress is known as one main reason for 
people to become ill caused by fatigue. The assemblers often have a lot of things to do at their position, 
each improvement in their working routine is therefore favourable and a step in the right direction. If 
the assemblers stress level decrease, it could lead to a more healthy and better working environment at 
the assembly lines.  
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6 Conclusion 
The research has shown that it is possible to send warning signals from the tightening equipment to the 
team leader with the right kind of equipment. By using the two suggested steering cabinets at the 
assembly lines, it is possible to program the machine to follow tact times. By letting the team leader get 
the warning signals through a smart watch, the team leader will get the information faster and in a more 
flexible way.  

The IT architecture PISA has been found as an optimal choice to connect the production equipment from 
the line with programs in other levels in the IT systems. By using PISA, it will also be easier to interpret 
the data to define optimal time intervals for the machine to operate within. The research about PISA has 
also shown that a PSB is required to handle and share data through the interfaces. By using the PSB, 
AviX can in the future be connected to PISA with help of an Open protocol and share the latest balanced 
tact times to rest of the system. 

During the project, Industry 4.0 has been an area to research within to find solutions to answer the 
research questions. A conclusion that can be made, by using this industrial philosophy, is that it includes 
a lot of advantages for a manufacturing company. Thus, it is essential to carefully choose features from 
Industry 4.0 that could be used in the assembly factory, and confirm that an implementation of those 
will increase the value of the production.  

It is difficult to say exactly how valuable the proposed smarter position will be for Scania, but if it 
operates as presented, it will decrease the amount of stop time at the line and quality deviation on cabs. 
This will be profitable in an economical aspect because it is known that each line stop in the production 
cost the company a lot of money, and recalling cabs due to deviations is also costly. So, a conclusion 
for this smarter position is that avoidance of only one deviation or just a few minutes of stoppage time 
will be coveted for Scania. 
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7 Recommendations for future work 
Different areas have been researched within to answer the research questions in this thesis project. 
During this research, a lot of interesting possibilities and suggestions for optimizing this future smarter 
position have been found. Due to different delimitations, lack of information or time, those have not 
been prioritized in the project. Those areas may be valuable for the smarter position and have therefore 
been placed in future work.    

Make use of Kaizen 

At Scania, the word Kaizen refers to improvement projects at the assembly lines. The aim is often to 
optimize the time at each position by either adding or changing tasks in the working process. This kind 
of projects is done continually when the tact is changing. During Kaizen, the assemblers are being timed 
at their positions to see if the time balanced in AviX are correct and to see how much time they could 
save. Each step is being timed in this process and those times are being logged.  

The work from the timing at Kaizen could be useful when investigating the tact time at the potential 
smarter position and be helpful in step 2 in the Action plan. To verify the tact time on the positions, an 
investigation and comparison to AviX must be done. By using the result from Kaizen were the same 
thing already has been done, the previous work would be utilized. This is one example of how Kaizen 
could facilitate the work with the smarter position. There might be other results from Kaizen that could 
be useful as well. Possibilities for sub- and pre-assembly 

Make use of the smarter position at the full assembly factory 

One delimitation in this project was that the project would focus on lines that are driven by conveyor, 
even though the pre- and sub-assembly had some potential smarter positions included. Because of that, 
it has not been researched in how those positions can become a smarter position. At Scania in 
Oskarshamn is the pre- and sub-assembly position suggested to work further with in future work.   

Future possibilities with EBBA 

EBBA was not the main research area in this thesis, but during the project, it became an important part 
due to the production equipment connection with DIDRIK in the PISA system. Research about EBBA 
at Scania in Södertälje showed the possibility to replace the physical work orders and element sheets by 
screens placed on the workstation to give the assembler the information digitally. This is something that 
might be possible to apply at the assembly factory in Oskarshamn in the future as well and this would 
also reduce the usage of paper. The assemblers in Södertälje used their Scania card to sign the 
workstation when their work was completed. This might as well, in the future replace the physical 
signing of documents at the assembly factory in Oskarshamn. When using the personal Scania card at 
the workstations, other things like individual skills can be used to facilitate for new employees. They 
can choose their skill level at the workstation and then get more information compared to an experienced 
assembler. This might also be used for certificating the workers, meaning that only certificated 
assemblers can use the smarter positions.  

Possibilities with steering cabinets  
In the research, Power Focus 6000 and CVI 3 were identified as steering cabinets that fulfilled the 
criteria for the smarter position. The focus was to research the possibilities for them to follow tact time, 
but the cabinets include a lot more functions that could be useful for a future tightening position. This 
information is interesting to look into more, and are therefore placed in future work. 

When interviewing Atlas Copco about their assembly systems, another steering cabinet called Power 
Macs was mentioned. Power Macs is used for assembly fixtures with multiple fastening points. This 
steering cabinet had the possibility to be programmed for the machine to follow tact time, a proposal is 
therefore to investigate further about the possibilities with Power Macs.  
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Possibilities with a smart watch  

The smart watch might be useful in several ways except for warning about slow or fast tightenings at 
the assembly lines. Is it possible to exchange the cell phones at the lines with the smart watches or can 
they communicate other kinds of information to the team leader? There are a lot of possibilities with 
today’s technique, and therefore a recommendation is to benchmark and investigate more about how 
smart watches can be used in production.   

Optimize the machines working process 
All the element sheets have different content with varying times of tact, and steps in them, but still using 
a standardized template. Sometimes several tightening steps occur in a row, and to make it easier for the 
maintenance worker to program the cabinets, a merging of those steps could be done. For example, if 
three tightenings steps occur in a row, they could be merged into one step, and then programmed for the 
machine to send one warning for a slow/fast tightening on that step. This is a suggestion to research 
about for future work, to see if it might optimize the machines working process.  
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Appendix I – Interview with team leader  
An investigation about how the communication between the machine and team leader could be 
improved by digitalisation.  

What is your working tasks as a TL? 
 
 
 
 
 
When someone pulls the Andon cord or press the Andon button, does all TLs act or is this 
divided between the groups? 
 
 
 
 
 
How often does the line stop due to the assembler pulls the Andon cord or press the Andon 
button too late in the tact time? (Times per day)  
 
 
 
 
Do you think that a system where the TL get to know that the assembler will not be able to 
finish the assembly within the tact time would be interesting/useful?  
 
 
 

 

Would it also be interesting to get warnings when an assembler is working too fast?  

 
 

 

How would you like to receive this information, through the Andon screens or by personal 
equipment? (cell phone) 

 
 

 

Do you have any other general opinions about today’s Andon system?  
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Appendix Ⅱ – Gantt Schedule (in Swedish) 
A Gantt schedule made during the start of the project, which visualizes the activities and steps of thesis 
project.  
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Appendix Ⅲ – Interview with Product Manager, Atlas Copco 
Documentation from an interview with a product manager at Atlas Copco, the interview was done by 
cell phone.  

(Interviewer):  What is your latest model of steering cabinet, and how does this model 
differ from your previous models? 
 

(Product Manager):  Our latest steering cabinet is Power Focus 6000, this is a newer model of 
Power Focus 4000. The biggest difference is that PF 6000 has a wider 
PLC capacity since it is based on Soft PLC.  
 

(Interviewer):  Can this steering cabinet be programmed to follow tact times, so that the 
machine can control the assembler if they deviate from the time?  
 

(Product Manager):  This is possible with PF 6000, there are also another model, power Macs. 
It is used for heavy fixtures where the assembler does not operate the 
machine directly by hands. Those two models can be programmed with a 
tact time and if the assembler deviate in time, the machine can send a 
signal.  

 

 

 


